Sam Baker
Sam Baker is the Transportation Planning Manager with the Gainesville-Hall Metropolitan Planning Organization. Previously, he was a transportation planner with the Georgia Department of Transportation. He also worked as a planner for the Georgia Department of Community Affairs and the metropolitan planning organization for Missoula, Montana. Sam holds a bachelor’s degree in architecture and master’s degrees in city and regional planning and business administration. Sam is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners. sbaker@hallcounty.org

Bill Ball
Bill has 32 years of experience in transportation planning, including 24 years with Tindale Oliver as a consultant. His specialty areas include metropolitan transportation planning, transit planning, and finance, and he has worked throughout the southeastern US with MPOs, transit agencies, counties, cities, and the Florida Department of Transportation. He serves as the Consultant Project Manager for the Broward MPO’s Commitment 2045 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, working closely with MPO staff. bball@tindaleoliver.com

Beth Beltran
An experienced manager of transportation programs, Beth has worked for Tri-Rail, Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), Jacobs Engineering and Space Coast Area Transit. At Tri-Rail, she managed Federal and State grants/programs and at FDOT, Beth conducted funding analysis of the District’s public transportation projects. She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Sewanee: The University of the South and a Masters of Business Administration (MBA) degree from the Florida Institute of Technology (FIT). bbeltran@martin.fl.us

Danielle Blackshear
Danielle Blackshear is a Transportation Specialist with the Federal Highway Administration’s Office of Human Environment and specializes in equitable and accessible mobility innovation, public involvement, community impact assessment, environmental justice, context sensitive solutions/design, and health in transportation. She provides technical assistance to transportation practitioners at FHWA, State DOTs and MPOs to advance multimodal transportation systems planning. Danielle received her Bachelors and Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning from the University of Virginia. danielle.blackshear@dot.gov
**Allison Blazosky**
Allie is AAMPO’s Transportation Planning Program Manager and leads a team of professionals planning for the safe and efficient movement of people and goods in the Alamo Area and bringing awareness to the MPO’s short and long-range planning processes. Allie has previously served as the MPO’s Active Transportation Planner and Regional Transportation Planner since joining the staff in 2013. She is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners and President-Elect of the Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS) San Antonio Region. She holds a Masters of Urban Planning from Texas A&M University and a Bachelor of Arts in English from Trinity University. Blazosky@alamoareampo.org

**Joseph Boyd**
Joseph Boyd is the Senior Transportation Planner at the Gainesville-Hall MPO located in Gainesville, Georgia. He served as the project manager for the recently completed Gainesville & South Hall Trail Studies and is interested in ways that planning can create more safe, practice bicycle and pedestrian connections in our communities. jboyd@hallcounty.org

**Ryan Brown**
Ryan Brown has a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental Science and a Master’s degree in Urban and Regional Planning from Florida State University. He has a worked as an intern for Manatee County, Florida and participated in various planning activities including trail development, forecasting and trends, and financial analysis. He now works as a Multi-Modal Transportation Planner for the Sarasota/Manatee MPO and specializes in project management, corridor planning, ITS deployment, and active transportation. ryan@mympo.org

**Cynthia Burch**
Cynthia Burch joined the Baltimore Metropolitan Council in July 2018 as a safety planner. She is an epidemiologist who previously served the Maryland traffic safety community as a data analysis expert and researcher at the National Study Center for Trauma & EMS. She has worked in traffic safety and injury research for close to twenty years and is expanding local networks while also connecting them with regional and state programs. cburch@baltometro.org

**Kristin Carlson**
Kristin Carlson is a researcher with the Accessibility Observatory at the Center for Transportation Studies. She develops methods for evaluating transportation and land use scenarios using accessibility measures. Her work on sponsored research projects informs new directions for the Accessibility Observatory. carl4498@umn.edu
William Clarke, III
Since 2010 William Clarke has served as the Chief of Transportation Planning for the York County (PA) Planning Commission. In this capacity, Mr. Clarke provides oversight and coordination for the York Area Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (YAMPO) annual work assignments. He also participates in several statewide committees including the State Strategic Highway Safety Plan and State Transportation Innovation Council. Mr. Clarke holds a B. S. in Geography from the University of Maryland. wclark@ycpc.org

Lethal Coe
Lethal is a senior planner with the Whatcom Council of Governments in Washington State. He is a certified transportation planner with over 10 years of experience in MPO services. He manages the region's Transportation Improvement Program, travel demand model, GIS, and was project manager for the recent household travel survey. lethal@wcog.org

Robert Cook
Robert Cook has led the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization (CRTPO) since 2004. He is an assistant director with the City of Charlotte’s Planning, Design & Development department. Prior to his work with the CRTPO, he held a similar position with the Gaston Urban Area MPO in Gastonia, NC. rwcook@ci.charlotte.nc.us

Stacy Cook
Stacy Cook, AICP, is a transportation planner with experience working with federal, state, and regional transportation agencies across the United States. Stacy began serving with the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments National Capital Transportation Planning Board (TPB) in Spring 2019. Stacy has worked with communities to develop long range plans and manage growth, land use, and transportation investments to create vibrant, walkable communities and improve regional multi-modal access and mobility. scook@mwcog.org

Alvimarie Corales
Alvimarie Corales has a Master's degree in Urban and Regional Planning from the University of Florida. She worked for UF’s GeoPlan Center as a SignalFour Geocoder, a crash location analytics program and reviewing ADA accessibility at bus stops. She has worked as a Multi Modal Transportation Planner for the Sarasota/Manatee Metropolitan Planning Organization for 2 years. While working for the MPO she has become an expert in safety, GIS, online mapping, and all-hazards recovery planning. alvimarie@mympo.org

Casey Covington
Casey Covington is the Deputy Director for Metroplan-Little Rock. He is a Professional Engineer and certified planner, with 15 years of planning, engineering and management experience,
specializing in transportation planning and traffic forecasting. Casey holds a Master’s degree in Civil Engineering from North Carolina State and a Bachelor’s from Louisiana Tech. Casey is priority lead for the Physical and Built Environment Team for Healthy Active Arkansas and serves on the Louisiana Tech Alumni Board. c covington@metroplan.org

**Fleming El-Amin II**
Fleming is a Senior Community Planner with the Federal Highway Administration’s Office of Human Environment and is the lead for environmental justice, context sensitive solutions/design, health in transportation, and public involvement. He provides training and technical assistances to State DOTs and MPOs on environmental justice analysis, engagement strategies, and context sensitive design. He holds a B.A. in Architecture from UNC Charlotte and a Master’s degree in City and Regional Planning from Morgan State University. fleming.el-amin@dot.gov

**Preston Elliott**
Preston Elliott is a Practice Leader in Transportation Planning with KCI Technologies. He is a certified planner with over 25 years of professional transportation and comprehensive planning experience. Throughout his career he has worked on a variety of local, regional, and statewide transportation plans. He has a passion for inclusive processes and has developed and implemented numerous public and stakeholder outreach efforts. He has a Master’s in Public Administration and a Bachelor’s in Social Science. preston.elliott@kci.com

**Dennis Farmer**
Dennis Farmer, AICP, is a planning analyst for the Metropolitan Council, where he has worked for 11 years. While at the Metropolitan Council, Dennis’ main focus has been working on ways to integrate the Council’s socioeconomic forecasts with its travel demand model. He previously worked as a transportation planner at Parsons Brinkerhoff. He has a Master of Arts in Urban Planning from UCLA. Dennis.Farmer@metc.state.mn.us;

**Michael Farrell**
Mr. Farrell, AICP, is the Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator for the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. Mr. Farrell manages the regional Street Smart pedestrian and bicycle safety campaign. He is currently leading the effort to expand the National Capital Trail, a circumferential bicycle route, into a regional trails plan. Mr. Farrell holds Master's in International Relations from Columbia University, and Bachelor’s in Economics and History from the University of Oregon. mfarrell@mwcog.org
Kayla Ferguson
Kayla Ferguson is a Project Engineer with KCI Technologies. She has worked on various statewide and community transportation plans and has extensive knowledge and experience in various planning and engineering softwares. She has combined these skills with her passion for improving public engagement. Kayla currently serves on a National Transit Cooperative Research Program Committee on developing a Guide to Equity Analysis in Transportation Planning. Kayla has a Master’s and Bachelor’s in Civil & Environmental Engineering.
Kayla.Ferguson@kci.com

Grace Gallucci
Grace Gallucci is the Executive Director for the Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency, the Greater Cleveland MPO. She has 25 years of experience, including roles as Director of the Office of Management and Budget and Director of Finance for the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority, and Deputy Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer of the Chicago Regional Transportation Authority. Ms. Gallucci holds Masters Degrees in both Urban Studies and Public Administration.
ggallucci@mpo.noaca.org

James Garland
James is a senior Federal Transportation Planner with multi-modal experience on several planning topics, including but not limited to: megaregions and megaregional planning, capacity building, scenario planning, performance based planning and programming, connected vehicles and automated vehicles, research implementation, freight planning, project development and delivery for mega projects, project management, statewide and metropolitan planning, policy development and regulatory rule-making, environmental review and approval, grant funding, air quality conformity, and more. James.Garland@dot.gov

Steven Gayle
Steven Gayle, PTP, is a Director at RSG. He has a national reputation in metropolitan transportation planning as a practitioner, educator, and policy analyst. He was Executive Director of the Binghamton Metropolitan Transportation Study for 25 years. He has recognized expertise in performance-based planning and planning for future mobility. He served as Chair of the NYS Association of MPOs. He is a past Vice President of AMPO, and a Past President of ITE.
steven.gayle@rsginc.com

Peter Gies
Peter has been working with the Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) since
2013, and currently oversees the organization’s Strategic Business Plan and Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). His work is primarily focused on building consistency within the organization and ensuring the MPO Board’s Mission and Vision are incorporated into the MPO’s work products. Peter’s work on the Metropolitan Transportation Plan has centered on the development of a long-range transportation vision for Broward, beyond 2100.
giesp@browardmpo.org

Liesel Goethert
Liesel Goethert is a Senior Planner with KCI Technologies. Liesel has worked on a range of community and statewide planning documents throughout her career. She currently manages Metro Nashville’s Neighborhood Traffic Calming Program where she is responsible for organizing and presenting at community meetings and assisting neighborhoods. She is a certified planner and has extensive experience in community and public engagement. She has a Master’s in Community Planning and a Bachelor’s in Environmental Studies.
Liesel.Goethert@kci.com

Daniel Haake, AICP
Dan Haake helps HDR’s clients navigate infrastructure and policy challenges to improve their competitiveness in today’s global marketplace. He has led over 25 public and private sector freight initiatives. As a national leader, Dan serves as vice chair of the ITE’s Urban Goods Movement Committee and chair of TRB’s Truck Size and Weight Committee. He is a frequent contributor to industry publications and was a co-author on the APA’s Principles for Autonomous Vehicle Policy. daniel.haake@hdrinc.com

Nefretiti Harrison
Nefretiti is a Transportation Specialist at the US DOT Build America Bureau and serves as the primary Liaison Project Development Lead. She markets the Department’s infrastructure and financing programs and develops a culture of customer service by establishing the presence of the Build America Bureau with project sponsors that are both public and private organizations. Nefretiti.Harrison@dot.gov

Betsey Harvey
Ms. Harvey has seven years of experience working in the public and academic sectors. She has a master’s in city and regional planning from Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey and is currently the Transportation Equity Program Manager at the Boston Region MPO, where she is responsible for ensuring that the transportation programs, plans, and activities at the MPO comply with all state and federal nondiscrimination regulations, including Title VI and environmental justice mandates. eharvey@ctps.org
Jessica Hill
Jessica Hill is the Assistant Planning Director for the Centralina Council of Governments, providing planning land use and transportation services to nine counties and jurisdictions in the Charlotte region. Her work focuses on helping local governments solve for community challenges through analysis and assessment of data, and engagement of residents and partners. Jessica has a Master of City and Regional Planning and a Master of Business Administration. jhill@centralina.org

Cole Hiniker
Cole is the Manager of Multimodal Planning at the Metropolitan Council. He has specific expertise in transit and land use planning and the LRTP. Cole has worked with all levels of government at all stages of transit planning in the region. He has a master’s degree in urban and regional planning from the University of Minnesota’s Humphrey School of Public Affairs. cole.hiniker@metc.state.mn.us

Charlene Howard
Charlene Howard is the Planning Data Resources Manager for the National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board (TPB) in Washington, DC where she oversees the organization’s spatial data resources. She and her team support TPB by working with staff to identify opportunities for leveraging GIS and other data for developing data visualization products for TPB programs. In her spare time, you can find Charlene trail running with her dogs or playing ice hockey. charlene@mwcog.org

Jeff Kramer
Jeff Kramer, AICP is a Senior Research Associate with the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida (USF) in Tampa. His research focuses primarily on MPO policy and practices, including public involvement. He is currently the Principal Investigator for the FDOT research project "Assessment of the Practice of Public Involvement in Florida" and is a member of the TRB Committee on Public Involvement in Transportation (ADA60). kramer@cutr.usf.edu

Karissa Lemon
Karissa Lemon is the MPO Coordinator for the Bowling Green-Warren County, Kentucky MPO, a position she has held since 2015. During her tenure with the MPO she has overseen the development of numerous regional and sub-regional studies. She has a Bachelor of Science degree in Geography from Western Kentucky University. Karissa.Lemon@bgky.org
Lily Lowder
Lily Lowder is the Commute Solutions Planner at the Alamo Area MPO. She was brought on board to lead the MPO’s new Alamo Commutes program following success supporting the former commute solutions program and working towards her Commuter Choice Certification. As one of fifteen participants in the U.S. selected for the POCACITO (Post-Carbon Cities of Tomorrow) program in Germany to study sustainable transportation, Lily brings a unique perspective to planning for sustainable growth. lowder@alamoareampo.org

Erica Lychak
Erica Lychak joined the Broward MPO in 2017 as serves as the Communications Manager as well as Title VI Coordinator. She works with the Communications/Public Involvement team and is responsible for managing the development and implementation of the communication program. This includes development and update of MPO Core products, content for media and public consumption as well as assisting in coordination of public outreach efforts. lychake@browardmpo.org

Keith Lynch
For over 20 years Mr. Lynch has served at FHWA and FTA in various technical and managerial roles, and is currently the Assistant Division Administrator for FHWA's Pennsylvania Division office. Prior to this position he served as Manager of Regional Planning for the North Jersey Transportation Planning Authority. Mr. Lynch holds a Bachelor’s degree in Urban Studies/Transportation from the University of Maryland, and a Master’s degree in Transportation from the New Jersey Institute of Technology. keith.lynch@dot.gov

Joann Lynch
Joann Lynch is a consultant at Resource Systems Group (RSG) specializing in transportation data collection and analysis. joann.lynch@rsginc.com

Ali Makarachi
Ali Makarachi is Transportation Modeling section manager at NOACA where he leads a team of modelers/planners. Dr. Makarachi spent considerable time as a transportation consultant both in United States and Middle East. Ali holds two master’s degrees in Mathematics and Operations Research/Management and a PhD in Transportation Planning from The University of Birmingham in United Kingdom. He is also a certified civil engineer in states of Arizona and Michigan. amakarachi@mpo.noaca.org
Peter Mancauskas
Peter works with the Center for Innovative Finance Support (CIFS) team as the Innovative Finance Program Manager, focusing on the GARVEE, State Infrastructure Bank (SIB), and Availability Payment programs. Before joining the CIFS team, he served as the Finance Manager and Program Development Team Leader in the FHWA Vermont Division. Prior to joining FHWA, Peter worked for Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (DHS-ICE) within the CFO’s office. He holds a B.A. in History from Villanova University and a J.D from Vermont Law School. peter.mancauskas@dot.gov

Amy Martin
Since 2015, Ms. Martin has been employed by the Southern Georgia Regional Commission as a Regional Planner. Ms. Martin’s responsibilities include Public Participation Implementation, Multi-modal Transportation Planning, and Safety Performance Measures for the Valdosta-Lowndes MPO and the 18-county region. Ms. Martin received her Master of Public Administration with an emphasis in Public Sector Management from Valdosta State University. amartin@sgrc.us

Alex Metcalf
Dr. Alex Metcalf has over 25 years of international experience in transportation economics. Dr. Metcalf’s modeling has been used by investment houses and bond rating agencies to assess projects across the United States and Canada. He has been Chief Economist at British Rail and London Transport. His work includes studies for British Rail, SNCF, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, Transport Canada, and USDOT. He holds a PhD in Transport Economics from London University. ametcalf@temsinc.com

Chuck Michael
Chuck Michael has over 35 years of experience in the study, design, and construction of major infrastructure. His experience ranges from deep underground science and engineering laboratories for the National Science Foundation and Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory for neutrino and dark matter research, to high-speed rail, and now Hyperloop. Mr. Michael is a Professional Engineer who manages projects designed to improve and enhance our quality of life and the respectful use of natural resources. chuck.michael@hyperloop.global

Rita Morocoima-Black
Rita is the Planning and Community Development Director at the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission. She has more than 30 years of experience in traffic engineering and transportation planning. Her emphasis in the last 20 years has been in MPO services. Under her leadership, the Champaign-Urbana Urbanized Area Transportation Study has been recognized
multiple times by FHWA and AMPO for their work in scenario planning, public engagement, and developing innovative data collection and analysis tools.  rmoroci@ccrpc.org

**Robby Moody, AICP**

Robby is a Senior Planner at the Catawba Regional COG. He has over 25 years of professional experience in local government planning. He has been with Catawba Regional Council of Governments since 2005 and provides technical assistance in the areas of land use, transportation, small area planning and capital budgeting. Robby holds a master’s degree in City & Regional Planning from Clemson University and a bachelor’s degree in Political Science from Winthrop College. He is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners and served as President of the SC Chapter of the American Planning Association. rmoody@catawbacog.org

**Matt Mullenax**

Matt is the Executive Director of the Hagerstown/Eastern Panhandle Metropolitan Planning Organization (HEPMPO). Matt’s work focuses on Long Range Transportation Plans, transit, pedestrian and bicycle special studies through GIS analysis, planning and coordination. He is a Certified GIS Professional who sits on Maryland Highway Safety Office’s Pedestrian-Bicycle Emphasis Area Team. Matt received an MS in Geographic and Cartographic Sciences from George Mason University and a BS in Environmental Studies from Shepherd College. mmullenax@hepmpo.net

**Rik Opstelten**

Rik Opstelten, of the Federal Transit Administration’s Office of Mobility Innovation, believes in Universal Mobility for All. He manages the Integrated Mobility Innovation Demonstration program, Mobility on Demand, Accessible Transportation Technologies Research Initiative, and Mobility Services for All Americans, continuing a long history of working to ensure universal access to opportunity. In his volunteer time, he promotes Dutch-style cycling culture, and is well known locally for his twice-daily, suited, three-wheeled crossings of the Potomac. hendrik.opstelten@dot.gov

**Lorna Parkins**

Lorna Parkins has 30 years of experience in transportation planning. She has a BA degree in urban planning from Virginia Tech and an MS in Applied Economics from the University of Minnesota. Her career focus has been on the linkages between land use, transportation and economic development. Lorna has been with Michael Baker for 20 years, where she leads the company’s Mid-Atlantic Planning practice and facilitates coordination of transportation planning across the U.S. lornaparkins@mbakerintl.com
Travis Pollack
Travis Pollack is a senior transportation planner at the Metropolitan Area Planning Council, the regional planning agency for greater Boston. Having joined MAPC in 2016, his work includes helping communities solve first and last mile connections to transit, and to create connectivity to jobs and daily needs in areas underserved by transit. Travis also often represents MAPC on projects that interface with the MBTA, including bus, rail, and water transportation. Prior to joining MAPC, Travis was a planner in North Carolina where he worked on numerous complete streets, transit, rail, and environmental studies. He began his planning career as an intern for North Carolina Department of Transportation managing historic rail station renovation projects. Travis holds a Master in Regional Planning from the University of North Carolina and a Bachelor of Arts from Grinnell College. He is a member of the American Institute of Certified Planners and the American Planning Association. tpollack@mapc.org

Mark Reichert
Returning to the Florida Department of Transportation after 21 years with the Florida Transportation Commission, the last 10 as its Assistant Director, Mark now serves as the Administrator for Metropolitan Planning in the Department’s Office of Policy Planning. Mark has over 28 years of experience in the transportation filed. He received his Bachelor’s degree in Government and Master’s degree in Public Administration from Florida State University. Mark.Reichert@dot.state.fl.us

Sergio Ritacco
Sergio Ritacco is a Transportation Planner with the National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board. Sergio works on developing the region’s long-range transportation plan and is the technical lead on the Environmental Justice analysis of the long-range plan, supports public engagement efforts of EJ populations, and is responsible for Title VI planning requirements. Sergio earned a Master’s degree in urban and regional planning from Virginia Tech and a Bachelors in business management from George Mason University. sritacco@mwcog.org

Abigail Rosenson
Abby is an analyst at RSG, specializing in smartphone-based household travel surveys for county-level and multi-regional public agencies. abigail.rosenson@rsginc.com

Mike Rutkowski
Mike Rutkowski, PE, AICP, specializes in sustainable transportation solutions and Complete Streets integration. Mike is a Board Member of the National Complete Streets Coalition. He is also a certified Youth Bicycle Trainer (LAB) and an advocate of healthy active living. Mike is also
an active Complete Streets Trainer and webinar host for Smart Growth America. 
Mike.rutkowski@stantec.com

Jon Schermann
Jon Schermann is a transportation planner with 15 years of experience in the areas of highway safety and freight planning. Jon joined the staff of the Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG) National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board (TPB) in 2014. Jon has a bachelor’s degree in industrial engineering from Northern Illinois University and a master’s degree in urban planning and policy from the University of Illinois at Chicago. jschermann@mwcog.org

Elisabeth Schuck
Elisabeth Schuck is a Senior Project Manager with Tindale Oliver, a Florida-based multi-disciplinary planning and engineering firm. Over the past 16 years, she has been involved in or managed long-range transportation plans, Transit Development Plans, regional locally-coordinated plans, and multi-modal corridor studies that have incorporated varying degrees of consideration for Title VI and Environmental Justice. Elisabeth is serving as Tindale Oliver’s Project Manager for the Broward MPO’s Transportation Planning Equity Assessment process. eschuck@tindaleoliver.com

Jeff Sheffield
Jeff Sheffield, a 27-year transportation professional, is the executive director of the independent four-county North Florida Transportation Planning Organization (North Florida TPO) handling transportation planning and prioritizing in the region. Mr. Sheffield has been with the North Florida TPO since 1992 in varied positions of increasing responsibility and became executive director in 2009. He has a Master of Science in urban planning from Florida State University. jsheffield@northfloridatpo.com

Paul Speirs
Paul is Director within PTV’s Project Management & Services team with a strong focus on new and emerging mobility solutions, particularly within the field of Mobility as a Service, E-Mobility and Real-Time traffic management. His motivation is to simplify the world of transport modelling through engaging and well-articulated story telling that allows clients and stakeholders to fully comprehend the evidence we prepare without getting bogged down with the often baffling complexities. paul.speirs@ptvgroup.com

John Sterbentz
John is a senior transportation analyst at the Binghamton Metropolitan Transportation Study
(BMTS) in Binghamton, NY and served as the primary project manager on the BMTS HTS in 2017-2018. jsterbentz@co.broome.ny.us

Dale Stith
Dale Stith is a Principal Transportation Planner with the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization and has been with the agency since 2006. At the HRTPO, Dale manages the development of the Long-Range Transportation Plan. Her emphasis areas include travel demand modeling, project prioritization, and scenario planning. Dale has a Bachelor of Science from Old Dominion University in Geography and Geographic Information Systems, and a Masters in Transportation and Urban Systems from North Dakota State University. dstith@hrtpo.org

Ed Strocko
Ed Strocko is the Director of the Office of Spatial Analysis and Visualization at the USDOT Bureau of Transportation Statistics, or BTS, a principle federal statistical agency. Ed leads the development of geospatial information and visualization tools including the National Transportation Atlas Database, and directs spatial and network analyses that facilitate the understanding of major issues and inform investment and policy decisions. He employs high quality cartography and innovative web applications to produce relevant, high quality, timely, comparable, complete, and accessible geospatial products and statistical visualizations. Ed.Strocko@dot.gov

William Thomas
William Thomas has 32 years of experience in transportation planning, specializing in travel demand model development and associated transportation system analysis. He has a BS degree in engineering from the University of Maryland and is a certified project manager. William has been with Michael Baker for 22 years and is currently the lead for a group that provides a wide variety of travel forecasting services that inform strategic planning, policy analysis, and intermodal studies. bthomas@mbakerintl.com

Corrinne Tucker
Corinne Tucker is a millennial and will be driving in 2045. She is enrolled in the Master of Public Health program at the University of South Florida and is expected to graduate in Fall 2019. As the Sarasota/Manatee MPO Public Involvement Coordinator she is responsible for ensuring robust public participation in the transportation planning process. Her passions include volunteering and making the community a better place to live, work, and play. corinne@mympo.org
Chris Upchurch
Chris is a Principal Planner at the Wichita Area Metropolitan Planning Organization where he is leading the development of the next Metropolitan Transportation Plan. He also runs the performance-based planning program and supervises the travel demand model. Previously, Chris was a geography professor; specializing in GIS, urban transportation planning, transit, and alternative fuels. He received his Bachelor’s and Master’s from Arizona State University and his PhD from the University of Utah. cupchurch@wichita.gov

Arjan van Andel
Arjan van Andel leads the North American customer relation team for PTV and is passionate about creating greater cities by enabling them to implement Efficient, Effective, Attractive and Equitable transportation systems. Arjan is currently the vice chair for the Anne Arundel County transportation commission and a public advisory member for the Baltimore Regional Transportation Board. He organizes the local bike to school day, making youth aware of alternative forms of Mobility. arjan.vanandel@ptvgroup.com

Jeff Welch
Jeff Welch is Director of the Knoxville Regional TPO, a position he has held since 1985. He has over 30 years of experience in transportation planning and is a certified planner. Over this career he has served on a number of organizations and committees including TRB’s Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2) as well as on AMPO’s Policy Committee. He has a Master’s of Science degree in Engineering and a Masters of Urban Planning. jeff.welch@knoxtrans.org

Shuake Wuzhati
Shuake is an associate transportation engineer at the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission with experience in travel demand modeling, freight planning, GIS, and data analysis. She graduated from Peking University majored in Urban Planning and Economics. She holds a master's degree in Urban Planning from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. swuzhati@ccrpc.org

Caitlin Zibers
Caitlin joined MARC in January 2019 as a Transportation Planner III focusing on performance-based planning (and anything else they decide to throw at her). Previously she had been a Transportation Planner and later Planning Manager at the St. Joseph MPO, her first planning position after graduation from the University of Kansas with a Masters in Urban Planning. czibers@marc.org
Joe Zissman
During his time at Cambridge Systematics, Joe Zissman has worked across the country to support MPOs and DOTs in evolving and growing their mature planning and asset management practices. He has taken particular interest in exploring innovative approaches to planning, including work for NCHRP on data visualization for transportation agencies (Web-Only Document 226 and AMPO 2016) and scenario planning. He is based in outside of Boston. jzissman@camsys.com